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GEICO GARAGE: MORE THAN A PLACE TO PARK  

When the PCL Construction Services, Inc. and CTH+A team was 

selected by the City of Orlando for the new Amway Center parking 

garage, the firms set out to design and build a structure that 

would be more than a typical parking garage, and one that would 

be a recognizable complement to the Amway Center.   

 

The resulting signature structure - with a fifth floor pedestrian 

bridge to the Amway Center - is an architecturally-significant 

counterpart to the Amway Center that is highly visible to those 

driving through the heart of downtown Orlando on I-4. It’s a 

standout “green” architectural addition to the Orlando cityscape 

that sets the benchmark for sustainable design in a parking structure. It is one of a very limited few parking 

garages to qualify for LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) certification from the U.S. Green 

Building Council.  

 

Through a purported multi-year, multi-million-dollar naming rights agreement that benefits the City of Orlando 

and the Orlando Magic, the Amway Center garage is now known as the Geico Garage.  

 

An Architectural Landmark  
 

The Geico Garage is located a block south of the Amway Center and is connected to the Amway Center by a fifth 

floor pedestrian walkway across South Street. Its overall design visually complements the adjacent Amway Center. 

This was achieved by utilizing a similar style, form and materials. The exterior cladding is similar in texture and 

color to the Amway Center’s exterior panels.  

 

Safety  
 

An extensive electronic signage system directs people to available parking and helps pedestrians safely walk to 

events. Exterior and interior elements including walls, doors, and elevators allow for visibility and promote a 

secure and safe environment. The building is designed to keep intruders easily observable. Safety features 



including adequate nighttime lighting, maximize visibility of people, parking areas and building entrances. An 

added safety consideration is that the design allows for rapid vehicular egress which is an added benefit to parking 

in the garage for events.   

 

Neighborhood Connection  
 

An important requirement was to advance the city’s vision to revitalize the local historic and economically-

disadvantaged Parramore neighborhood by creating a structure that would create a seamless experience in order 

to support new and existing retail outlets and restaurants in the area.  

 

The completed structure provides the connection between the Amway Center and the garage through the use of 

elevators and stairs that in turn provide easy access to the street level, allowing patrons convenient access to the 

surrounding street level businesses.   

 

The Geico Garage makes parking for a game or an event a pleasant and enjoyable experience. Side-by-side, the 

Geico Garage and the Amway Center are gleaming new buildings that are sure to arrest the attention of anyone 

driving by.  
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